We continue the study of the problem of equilibrium between radiation and classical relativistic systems begun previously [Phys. Rev. D 27, 1254 {1983)].We consider the emission and absorption of energy by a relativistic pointlike particle immersed in a Rayleigh-Jeans radiation field. The particle is acted upon by a force which, if alone, would produce a multiply periodic motion. It is shown that radiative balance at each frequency holds. A discussion is given of the results reported in both papers.
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the second paper of a series dealing with the study of the equilibrium between radiation and classical relativistic material systems.
In the first paper' we showed that, if a relativistic multiperiodic system is immersed in a random radiation having a Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum at a given temperature, then the equilibrium distribution of the system is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In this paper we shall show that, under these conditions, the radiation field is also in equilibrium at each frequency. That is, the power emitted and the power absorbed by the system exactly cancel at each frequency on the average.
As is well known, the problem of the equilibrium between radiation and matter (i.e. , the derivation of the blackbody spectrum) was actively studied at the beginning of the century. In the last few years there has been renewed interest in the subject. All previous studies were made in the nonrelativistic approximation.
In If we represent by g a point in phase space and by P, (g) the power emitted from that point, the total power ernitted is we consider a given sample of the background stochastic field, we assume that the state of the system is given at time t by the phase-space distribution p(g, t) so that the absorbed power from E"~" is given by
If we average to all samples of the stochastic field we
We must obtain the energy absorbed by the particle from the background field. As the magnetic field does not produce work, we should consider only the electric field. We must obtain the absorbed power by the particle from the component E"~"(r, t) of the field whose angular frequency is between co and co+A,co. This can be written
The absorbed power at the stationary state will be obtained taking the limit P, (co,co+ hco) = lim (P, (co, co+bco, t) )
If we write the probability density as a sum of the equilibrium density 8'o -uncorrelated with the fieldplus fluctuations 5p, we see that the absorption of energy is due to the correlation between the stochastic field and the density fluctuations.
In our problem, the stochastic force is not a white noise and the correlations must be calculated with some approximation procedure. Problems of this type are usually solved using Kubo' 
where T I is given by (A40 (eE e (C t)P(C, t)) (eE e (C, t=)e T that we shall write as -1 exp f dt'9', (t') e ' (p(g, t) ) .
( Al 1) exp f dt'W, (t') T exp f dt'9'i(t') e (p(g, t) ) (A12) e (eE"t,"(g,t)p(g, t) ) =U(co, bco, t, g) (p(g, t) ) .
(A13)
In the limit t~00, we know that (p(g, t) )~Wo, so that we must calculate the operator U(co, hco, t, g) To do th.at we define the operator r -1 U(co, hco, t, t', g) = eE" i,"(g, t')e 'T exp f dt "9'i(t") T exp f dt"Wi(t") so that U(co, bco, t, g) = U(co, b,co, t, t, g) . Now, taking into account (3.1) we see that E"~"canbe written as
where C) is a process which can be obtained trivially from (3.1). Therefore U can be written U(co, bco, t, t', g)=Re
where dd' is given by the expression obtained putting C) instead of E"~i n (A14).
Taking into account that
we obtain, from Eqs. (A17) and (A14), B(t, t', g)= g U(nbco, b.co, t, t', g) n=0 =Re f dcoe '"' k(co, t, g)
where the correlation involves now the background field with all frequencies. From 8(t, t, g) it is trivial to obtain k (co, t, g) in the form 4 (co, t, g) = -f B(t, t', g)e' 'dt' (m~0) .
(A20)
Now we study a series expansion for B (t,t, g ) and we will analyze the behavior of the resulting terms, as regards their order of magnitude when their Fourier transform is made in order to calculate 4 (co, t, g). 
and (( )) represents the ordered cumulants of Van Kampen. '5 The curnulants have the "cluster" property which means that they are negligible if two contiguous times differ more than the correlation time of the background field. This is the reason we have introduced an expansion for 8(t, t,g) and not directly for U(co, hen, t, t', g), because in that case the first component should be E~"whose correlation with the background field is oscillatory and does not decrease with time. However, for the total field E the correlation decreases in a time interval of order r, and the desired property of the cumulants is fulfilled. As a consequence of this property, each term 8 is of order a (ar, ) and the expansion (A21) converges asymptotically, while a similar expansion for U requires a more careful analysis, which we make in the following.
The Fourier transform of (A21) gives 4(co, t;g)= g k (co, t, g) (A23) with (co, t, g)= -f 8 (t, t', g)e' 'dt'.
(A24)
Now, because of the cluster property, in Eq. (A22)~t -t~(r"and as t& is integrated between 0 and t, it is clear that B~contributes only if t belongs to the interval ( r"t+r, ), w-hich, for t &&r"coincides practically with (O,t) . After that, it is trivial that each k~i s bound by a quantity of order ta(ar, ) . As we are interested in the stationary state, t -+ Oo and that order-of-magnitude estimation loses in principle its meaning. However, we shall see that the expansion is yet valid. To do that, we write the contribution to the mth term to the correlation (A12), 67+AN . , ] + oo C (t)=Re f dao'e '"'-f e'"'dt' && f dt, f dt2 . J dt, ((eE(g, t' )e ' ' W, (g, t, )
(eE"t,"(g,t)p(g, t)) = g C (t ) Xe where we have subtracted the time t -u in every W&, which is possible for a stationary process.
After that, for the cluster property of the cumulants, these are negligible when the time interval between two successive operators W~is larger than the correlation time. Moreover, the deterministic motion does not give rise to divergences, the motion being multiply periodic. Then r; & r, and the integrals over r; give rise to a term of order (ar, ) Therefore the possible divergences appear only in the u integral, which we study in the following.
Let us divide the interval of that integral in two parts,
The second contribution presents an integration interval (m -2)r, so that this part is of order (m 2)w, -{ar,) As a consequence, the expansion found is valid and we can take the first nonzero term only, namely Cq because C& =0, in the estimate of the correlation (A12), (eE"a"(g,t) p(g, t)) =Re f dco' -f drie' " f du e '"'" ((eE(g, ri) e '"Wi(g, O)))e (p(g, t)) . (A35)
As the second-order cumulant is the correlation and the mean value of the background field is zero, in Eq. (A35) only the fiuctuating part of W, contributes,
In our case, the stochastic force has only components 4, 5, 6, aK;+, I:;" and, besides, i-- Gn the other hand, the evolution operator of the multiply periodic system verifies'
After that, the expression (A35) can be written 
where we have taken into account that cu' and co" are both positive.
We have seen that this expression gives the main contribution to the correlation for any time t. What happens in the limit taco? We must note that in the absorbed intensity, that expression is integrated over phase space which is equivalent to an integration over all deterministic orbits. As the divergences appear due to resonance between characteristic frequencies of the deterministic motion with components of the stochastic field, an integration over phase space of (A41) destroys the resonance effect and the divergences disappear in the limit t~00. If we take the limit before the integral over phase space, there appear Dirac's 5's for each frequency co = n coo, giving each a finite contribution to that integral. Therefore, the limit t~oo has a sense as a distribution and we obtain expression (3.5).
We must point out that this result agrees to the first order with the one obtained from 
G)(8')= g T FJ P)
From (83) and (84) ' to the power emitted on the average is zero for each frequency. Therefore, we may state, from (86) , that I,(co) corresponds to the frequency analysis of I"while the drift term is related to the contribution of each orbit to the emitted power I,. Now, we consider the total absorbed power I"which is given from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.9) by I, = f I,(co)de w0 f d~f ding p;. 2(~)~2 f du f dQ T~~(V )cos co" (r r. ")-eau -"8'0 . 
